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2 books in a bundle! Book 1: An elaborate tips and tricks books that will help you get started and

give you advice on how to set up your woodworking workshop. Woodworking is a sophisticated craft

that has been practiced for centuries, and millions of dollars are being made each year by clever

enthusiasts. Whether itâ€™s your hobby or your business, you can use some help. Here are some

thing youâ€™ll learn:An extensive guide to tools with their pros and cons, and tips to use them the

right way.Links, knowledge, and shopping strategies for each of those tools.Where to find

woodworking classes, schools, or courses.Simple projects to begin with and where to find

supplies.Small steps to creating walking sticks, letter holders, toys, or planter boxes.Book 2: If you

are trying to take your woodworking skills and knowledge to the next level, donâ€™t miss out on this

valuable piece of information! You will be surprised by all the things you could learn from some of

the experts! In this book, you will read, among others:What to do with woodworking jigs, how they

work, and what the benefits are of doing them right.How to market your woodworking creations

online and offline to make a living or some money on the side.Essential knowledge about wooden

floors, finding contractors, and negotiations.How to make a workbench, what to use and what to

look for.Tips to ensure safety and learn faster so you can become an pro with an advantage over

competitors.
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It doesn't matter you want to take woodworking as a hobby or as a profession you will find all the

details to create some awesome woodworking projects in this book. The author has taken care of all

the tools and machinery like a knife, hammer, screwdriver, different kinds of saw, clump, jigs, jointer,

planer, boards, measure tape, calipers and some introductory skills you need to understand to

successfully complete a woodworking project. This book also consists of different easy projects

guidelines ready for practice. This book will definitely help to start my woodworking project.

This is an informative book on the topic of Woodworking.This book is loaded with helpful

information, tips and guides that I need to know about Plans, Projects, Jigs, and More. Harry

Deavers is a fantastic author on this topic.I really enjoyed the parts of the book Ã¢Â€ÂœEssential

knowledge about wooden floors, finding contractors, and negotiations & How to make a workbench,

what to use and what to look forÃ¢Â€Â•. Very informative, detailed and well written.Overall, it was a

great and enjoyable read.

Excellent woodworking book! I enjoyed this because it was straight to the point with information. The

author offered many ideas and tips for starting and maintaining a successful woodworking business

on a small scale rather than a huge commercial operation. Everyone can make this book as a

treasure!

Excellent book! I read this book with knowing almost nothing about this subject. Though I have not

tried to use the knowledge presented in this book in a practical sense, I feel that I have gained

enough insight from this book to begin to do so. This book will probably be appreciated the most by

those that are seeking a basic understanding of the fundamental principles of woodworking. If you

are already working with wood, this book is probably not for you. For those of you who are not, this

book will provide a foundation from which to do so. I would not rely on this book alone though as the

only source of information on this subject, as it seems it is not comprehensive enough to



encompass the whole of the subject matter.

This book will give you of the essential abilities of woodworking. There is a decent adjust of hand

instrument and power device techniques.This book will direct you of the fundamental abilities of

woodworking. If need how to figure out how to construct rustic or chic racks for your home then this

book will be an extraordinary help for you. There is a decent balance of hand instrument and power

apparatus techniques.Good book. Gives great essential woodworking abilities.

Excellent! As a new woodworker I've read a lot of books to gain as much experience as fast as I

can. This book really helped me understand the way power tools and hand tools interact with each

other. Harry gives great advice in how to help determine what tools you really need and offers

suggestions that are a great help as well. Well written in plain English with great photos to further

illustrate the point. Such an impressive read I had!

I enjoyed this valuable book very much. It is well written and easily readable. The kind of information

you find in this book is what you expect to get from a teacher that is actually showing how to do stuff

and giving you feedback on how you do it; it talks about body stance, how to hold the tools, how to

make sure they are straight and how they should feel or sound when they are working well.
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